
T E C H N O L O G Y  | Videoconferencing

Hurrairah bin Sohail discusses the standards and protocols for videoconferencing with manufacturers to fi nd 
out how the twin trends of interoperability and BYOD are being addressed.

Speak the same language

A
mixture of AV and IT, videoconferencing 

projects can be as simple as single

room systems or complex deployments

throughout multinationals and

spanning continents.

Due to the value proposition of better communication

and reduction of travel, it is no surprise that

videoconferencing is in high demand in Asia Pacifi c. 

Moses Lim, APAC consulting engineer for Polycom Asia 

Pacifi c, says: “All sectors in APAC have seen growth

in demand for videoconferencing, especially in the 

healthcare, government and education sectors.”

William Yu, regional general manager and director

of sales for APAC at Revolabs, concurs: “We are seeing

good demand for videoconferencing in the fi nance,

manufacturing, education and healthcare sectors.” 

However, the demand for videoconferencing also 

comes with additional stipulations. As with any mode

of communication end-users want videoconferencing

to be easy, simple to use and intuitive while retaining

the human element.

Yu talks about the features being requested in Asia

Pacifi c: “For room systems HD wideband full-duplex

audio, full-HD 1080p video, 10x (and greater) optical

PTZ full-HD camera, dual monitors, 10-way video,

ease of use and affordable price are requested features.

End-users also ask for compatibility with desktop or 

mobile systems (Windows/OS X/Android/iOS support), 

point-to-point free and multiple-point pay-as-you-go 

services via cloud service or managed hosting.”

Lim adds: “Customers are looking for solutions that 

are open, and easy to deploy, manage and use.  They

are also looking for solutions that can be integrated

into their existing environment (e.g. integration with 

the end-users’ workfl ow).  Solutions must also be

scalable according to the customer needs.”

The onus falls on the manufacturers and solution 

providers to meet the demand for these features. The

main challenge is to get all the disparate elements – the 

videoconferencing platform, the desktops, the smart

devices – communicating together and speaking the 

same language.

Smart devices, in the shape of smartphones and 

tablets, are the perfect product for videoconferencing. 

They are portable, end-users are extremely comfortable

with them and they sport decent cameras. It is no

wonder that manufacturers are already providing

support for smart devices.

Lim says: “There is a high level of support between 

Polycom and other smart devices. Videoconferencing

on mobile devices such as laptops, smartphones, 

tablets is not new. Polycom provides solutions that

support the Apple Mac OS, iOS, Google Android, 

Microsoft Windows OS and the infrastructure to

provision and manage these devices besides our room-

based videoconferencing systems.”

Yu states that Revolabs also provides support for

smart devices: “During videoconferencing, smart

mobile devices running on iOS or Android can 

enjoy 720p video and can receive presentation data 
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    We are seeing good demand 
for videoconferencing in the fi nance, 

manufacturing, education 
and healthcare sectors.   

- William Yu, Revolabs
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simultaneously. The UI in these smart devices generally

is ‘lighter’ than its desktop equivalent, which makes it

easier to use.”

The main challenge when providing support for 

smart devices is not hardware limitation but the fact

that cellular data connections used to access the

internet may have variable quality. 

Lim says: “Polycom implements ‘Lost Packet

Recovery’ or LPR on our video and audio codecs for

diffi cult network situations. Polycom’s Scalable Video

Coding (SVC) is also implemented on the smart devices

for variable network transmission conditions which

dynamically changes frame rate, resolution and is

based on the number of participants’ streams.”

Yu adds: “The SVC H.264 standard, which operates

at an adaptive bit rate, works extremely well for smart

devices because it can adapt to the CPU of the smart

device, the quality of the camera, and the device’s

connectivity bandwidth. Using the latest quad-core

smart devices with a 720p camera over a 3G or 4G mobile

network, the standard can achieve 720p video during

both encoding and decoding. However, SVC H.264 is not

interoperable with most brands of videoconferencing

systems that utilize AVC H.264. A separate gateway is

required to achieve full interoperability.”

One thing is undeniable. Smart devices have

indelibly changed the landscape of videoconferencing 

and manufacturers must adapt. Michael Helmbrecht, 

chief product offi cer at Lifesize, says: “As we move 

to a world dominated by software and cloud services, 

a hybrid approach is critical when considering

approaches to communication and collaboration. 

Businesses must strike a balance between using their

existing communication tools and transitioning to

next-generation systems, where video conferencing 

in traditional meeting rooms, on desktops and with 

mobile applications is supplemented with browser 

accessibility.”

Yu says: “There has defi nitely been a shift toward 

software-based solutions, but smart devices (which, in

this context, also include PCs) require a mix of cloud-

based and peer-to-peer solutions. There will still be

a need for hardware in videoconferencing systems

for larger boardrooms that require highly skilled AV 

integrators for installs. The latter requires high-fi delity 

audio sound systems and aesthetically pleasing design, 

which Revolabs’ wireless audio-input systems can 

deliver. As more companies are turning or reclassifying 

their meeting rooms to huddle rooms, the BYOD 

concept will become ubiquitous in these spaces.”

As videoconferencing becomes more pervasive,

interoperability with existing and legacy systems as well

as with other vendor platforms is also becoming an

essential feature. End-users do not want to be tied into

a system that would possibly restrict communication. 

The videoconferencing standards and protocols 

however are well defi ned. Lim says: “There are industry

standards and protocols in place and they are defi ned 

by the International Telecommunication Union (ITU).

Polycom’s solutions make use of these standards

where applicable. Interoperability is ensured when 

videoconferencing solution providers work within the

confi nes defi ned by ITU.”

He continues: “Communication standards and 

protocols are constantly evolving and improving.  One

example is how a video coding / compression standard

has improved over time from H.261 to H.263 and then 

to H.264. This is just one example of how the ITU

open standards raised communication standards. Many

different protocols that involve audio, content sharing

and other protocols are constantly being improved.” 

With the future looking bright for videoconferencing,

Yu advises integrators: “Systems integrators in the APAC

region would do well to expand their services to AV

integration and sales of software-based VC solutions

to complement the deployment of videoconferencing

hardware.”

Lim also shares the following wisdom: “Integrators

can stay ahead by going beyond room set up and

being experts in their area by providing integration

services of videoconference infrastructure with the

customers’ existing environments such as Microsoft

Lync and Microsoft Exchange. The integrators can add

more value and charge for their services associated to 

the implementation. There are differing needs among 

the customers and the solution that each customer is

looking for is a combination of collaboration room 

solutions and software-based requirements. The system

integrators should stay profi table by being able to

provide their expertise and not just profi ting from the

hardware/software margins.”
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A number of applications allows 
smart devices to be used as 

videoconferencing end-points.

    The industry trend is moving towards 
cloud and software based solutions.   

- Moses  Lim, Polycom  Asia  Pacific
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